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The bridge engineer is thinking about Mona. He does not know that she is on her way
to where he is, but a long time ago he knew her face better than his own. Even is also
thinking about Mona. She has not explained why she has left him, but he knows what
is bothering her. What is Mona thinking about? Is she thinking only of herself, or is she
thinking about the child she longs for and the IVF treatment she has run away from?
She travels home to the island of her childhood, which is soon to be connected to the
mainland. And soon all three will meet.

‘Bildøen reveals herself as a good guide to the secret, but oh so familiar, paths of
forbidden eroticism. In the character of Mona she paints a portrait of a modern woman
who wants to have her cake and eat it, but is confused about what she really wants. The
fact that we see her both internally and externally is a strength and demonstrates a
maturity and insight into the ways men and women mutually experience each other.”

Brit Bildøen

Brit Bildøen (b. 1962) is one of Norway’s most beloved and
well acclaimed authors.

Bildøen made her literary debut in 1991 with a collection
of poetry «Bilde av menn» (Pictures of men). In 1998 she
had her literary breakthrough with the novel
«Tvillingfeber» (Twin fever). For this she was nominated to
the Brage prize for best novel and awarded the Oslo prize
and Nynorsk literary prize. For her third novel,
«Landfastlykke» (Landlocked), 2001, she was awarded the
Melsom Prize and Sigmund Skard-scholarship. Both her last novels «Alt som er» (All
there is), 2004, and «Mitt milde vesen» (My gentle self), 2006, have been praised by the
critics.

Bildøen has translated several novels and children’s books, and is also a children’s books
author herself.
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